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Abstract
Yiddish is still seen frequently as a Jewish variety of German; however, the differences in inner structure between Yiddish and German are so huge that scholars tried to explain these differences by using varying theories and presuppositions. One particular trait of Yiddish as a linguistic system was, nevertheless, overlooked: Yiddish, just like Persian, Ottoman Turkish and other languages of the Islamic civilization (except Arabic), uses two parallel linguistic sub-systems with different syntactic and morphological features, one of the native elements, the other of the more prestigious elements of the language[s] of higher status. In this sense, Yiddish, born in post-Reformation Poland and in close vicinity of the Ottoman Empire at its zenith, behaves like an “Oriental” language.
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According to highly imprecise statistical data, some 20,000 Jews were living in Germany prior to the First Crusade. Many of these Jewish communities were relatively young having been established only a century or so before the First Crusade, by Jews who had come mostly from France, but also from

---
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Spain and Italy. At least ten percent of Jews of that part of Germany that was for the Jews Lotar (Lorraine) perished at the hands of the Crusaders in what is called “the First Holocaust” in 1095/6, among them quite a large number of proselytes to Judaism.  

Nine centuries later, there were about 13,000,000 Yiddish-speaking Jews and their descendants in Europe, America and worldwide, with less than quarter a million of Jews living in ethnic Germany. It was traditionally taken as a fact that the Yiddish-speaking Jews of Eastern Europe are not only cultural and linguistic, but simply physical descendants of the Jews of Ashkenaz who had begun migrating eastwards after the pogroms of 1096.

However, demographers of the fin de siècle were unable to explain this enormous growth adequately. Many political, cultural and even racial and religious motives led some scholars to look for the antecedents of the speakers of Yiddish elsewhere except Germany, the tendency intensified during the Sho’ah / Holocaust and afterwards, the tendency still waiting for a thorough research.

Nevertheless, as early as by the end of the 19th century and in the first half of the 20th century much progress has been made in Jewish studies in unearthing different layers of the pre-Ashkenazic Jewry of Central and Eastern Europe, among them the Jewries of the so-called Kenaan, it is, the Slavic-speaking Jews of Bohemia, Poland and Rus’ prior to the great Ashkenazi migration in the early 16th century.

In addition, Jews elsewhere, especially in Europe, frequently felt pressed to emphasize the antiquity of their stay in a particular country and their special bond with it or with its language. The latter became especially

---

2 One of these proselytes was Ashmedai, king of the demons, himself, and his green blood mixed with the red blood of the human victims; see G. Scholem, “Pereqim hadashim me’in-yaney Ashmedai weLilith”, Tarbiz 19 (1948), pp. 160-175, p. 161. I owe this reference to my friend, Prof. James R. Russell of Harvard University.

3 The word Kena’an, taken from the Bible, was applied in Early Medieval period to the Slavic peoples, possibly, as a calque of Sclavus (Slav / “slave”). Other Biblical names were applied by the Jews to non-Biblical countries, so Spain was called Sefarad (whence the Sephardic Jews came), France was called Taarfat, Turky was called Togarmah, and Germany - Ashkenaz. For details on the Jewish-Slavic Kena’an, see Max Weinreich, “Yiddish, Knaanic, Slavic: The Basic Relationships”, For Roman Jakobson, The Hague: Mouton, 1956, pp. 622–632. For the history of Yiddish and related subjects, see Max Weinreich, History of the Yiddish language (trans. Shlomo Noble, with the assistance of Joshua A. Fishman), Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1980; idem, Geschichte der jiddischen Sprachforschung, ed. by Jerold C. Frakes, Atlanta 1993; Dovid Katz [ed.], Origins of the Yiddish Language. Winter Studies in Yiddish, volume 1, Papers from the First Annual Oxford Winter Symposium in Yiddish Language and Literature, 15-17 December 1985, Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1987.

Yiddish–German, Slavic, Or Oriental?

acute in Austria of Josef II, who criminalized usage of the "Judeo-German jargon", i.e., Yiddish, or in Russia of Nikolai I, when good-intended - but ill-executed - attempts were made to force Russian or German modern education on the Jews.5 But Jews of Russia were to such degree not eager to study in the language of the state that in 1828 a maskil had first made an assessment, in order to make Russian kosher, that this language was, in fact, not a Gentile tongue, but the ancestral language of Jews in Podolia, driven away by the jargon only a couple of generations ago.6 It was in this context that the search for the pre-Ashkenazic Slavic Jewry has begun. As already said, much progress has been made in this direction. There is no doubt by now that there was a pre-Ashkenazic Slavic-speaking Jewry existing, or rather there were Slavic-speaking Jewries. But the defensive Yiddishist particularism, the quest for non-German forefathers and the unimaginable Jewish-German relationship of the mid-20th century led scholars and intellectuals sometimes astray: Avraham Poliak argued - in 1943 - that Yiddish is not German at all, but basically Eastern Gothic; Chaim Rosen avoided quoting German lexical examples alongside with Greek, Latin, Lithuanian and Sanskrit and quoted the Yiddish ones instead; Arthur Koestler wrote a book arguing that the Ashkenazim are not Semites at all, and this is why the Anti-Semitism is absurd.7

WHAT IS A JEWISH LANGUAGE?

There are two basic paradigms of the languages of the Jews: 1), adopting the language of the hosting population, and 2), building a distinctive Jewish language, on the basis, in many cases, of the language of the former hosting population. The most striking example of the second paradigm is that of Yiddish of the 19th-20th centuries.

German scholars usually had taken Yiddish as "Judeo-German"; it was only after the Holocaust that Yiddish became gradually regarded in Germany as a full-pledged language. On the inter-Jewish linguistic front, Yiddish fought hard to gain recognition, with the champions of the language, the Yiddishists, emphasizing this language's uniqueness and distinctiveness from German. In Israel, with her troubled inter-Jewish ethno-linguistic situation, and because of the numerical and cultural strength of the East-European Ashkenazic Jewry, it gradually became an axiom that every non-Ashkenazi Jewish group has its own "Yiddish", so recently there emerged

5 J.D. Klier, Russia Gathers Her Jews: The Origins of the 'Jewish Question' in Russia, 1772-1825, Dekalb, Northern Illinois University Press, 1986.
6 I.B. Levensohn, Te'udah be-Yisrael, Vilna 1828, p. 35.
awkward notions of "Judeo-Georgian", "Judeo-Malayalam", etc. The Yiddish weakness and vulnerability vis-à-vis the German language (being the background to the frequent over-emphasizing of the presumed basic difference between Yiddish and German) was translated in Israel into the terms of power and secondarity of the non-Yiddish Jewries.

GERMAN AND YIDDISH

Linguistically, the German dialects are divided into two large groups – the High German in the South, and the Low German in the North, known as Plattdeutsch. What is called now "Dutch", or Nederlands, was historically just one of the Low German dialects. The literary German language is based on the High German as pronounced in the North, by former speakers of Low German. Linguistically, the German[ic] elements of Yiddish belong exclusively to the High German type. In fact, Yiddish, without its Slavic and Semitic elements, can be called "an alternative Deutsch", recalling one of the names by which speakers of Yiddish used once to call their German speech, "Iwry-Taitsch". It means they were aware of the fact that they were speaking a Jewish version of Deutsch.

The Low German once used to be a language of great importance; based, in its literary form, on the language of Lübeck, it was used throughout the Baltic, including in the Order States of the Ostsee, and influenced significantly Danish and Swedish. It was also the language of large groups of German merchants, artisans and colonists who came into the linguistic Western Slavic, Baltic and Fennic realms in the framework of the Ostsiedlung (what became known - anachronistically - , as lately as the 19th century, as Drang nach Osten, or the "push eastwards"). Only smaller groups of Germans spoke High German in the East, like, significantly enough, in the "Polish" part of Eastern Prussia. It was only by the late 16th / early 17th century that Low German gave up its positions in the North of Germany and in the colonized Eastern countries to the language of the High German type. It should be stressed that the Jews came en masse to the Czech lands and Poland as a part of the aforementioned movement of the Christian-German migrants. Still, there is virtually nothing in Yiddish what can be connected to Low German.

The German glosses found in the commentaries of Rashi (1040-1105) set apart, the oldest surviving literary document in what is claimed to be Yiddish can be seen in a blessing found in a prayer book from Worms com-
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8 As to the almost extinct Western Yiddish, it is just another Jewish ethnolect, of the same High German type.
9 However, there are points common to Yiddish and to the local literary variant of High German as it was pronounced in the German Ostsiedlung zone, including the Ostsee provinces, like the realization of both ei and eu as ey: Why we say in Modern Hebrew Eyrópa, not Evrópa? Because it is how "Europa" was pronounced in the literary German of the Ostsiedlung zone.
posed in 1272/3. Its linguistic character indicates that the "Yiddish" of that day was merely a Jewish form of a more or less regular Middle High German. The language of the Cambridge Codex T.-S.10.K.22 is Middle High German, written in Hebrew characters. Popular macaronic pieces in Hebrew and German were collected in the late 15th century by Menahem ben Naphtali Oldendorf. Epic poems were adopted by Jews from their Christian-German compatriots, with the earliest Judeo-German epic poem of this sort to be Dukus Horant. Although found in the 16th century manuscripts, Vidvilt (or, "Widuwilt"), also known as King Artus Hof, an adaptation of the Middle High German romance Wigalois by Wirnt von Gravenberg, presumably also dates from the 15th century. It is impossible to tell the linguistic difference of this 15th-century written Judeo-German from non-Jewish written German. There was no "Old Yiddish", only Judeo-German. Therefore, we have no material for Yiddish before the late 16th century.

Yiddish can be discerned from German, practically, only from the beginning of the German Reformation, when the first Yiddish books have been printed. Not surprisingly, this is also the period when the early modern


13 A Hebrew version was copied in 1279.


15 We do know about differences in local pronunciation between German Jews of the 14th century, with Jews in the Eastern Mark called חית בני, while those in the Rhineland were called הי בני "ת, see לוי אליה, דברים שמות, Venice 1544. It also seems that the shift ā > ə occurred in Judeo-German by the 13th century while still on the German soil and can thus be seen as a specific Jewish trace of the German dialect of the Jews; however, by the 14th century the older ī and ū were still preserved, as in the surrounding Allemannic German dialects, and did not become diphthongs.

16 The first book printed in the German language was Eyn Manung der Christenheit widder die Durken, Mainz 1454. The first German Bible was printed in Strasbourg by Johann Mentelin about 1466. The first Yiddish printed book was produced in Cracow in 1534; the translation of the Psalms, by Elia Levita, Venice 1545. Among the first printed Judeo-German works was the Bovo-Bukh, composed in 1507/8 by Elia Levita (or, Elia Bokher) and printed in at least forty editions beginning in 1541, it was based on the chivalric romance of Bevis of Hampton, channelled though its Italian version, Buova d’Antona. See now Elia Levita Bachur’s Bovo-Buch: A Translation of the Old Yiddish Edition of 1541 with Introduction and Notes by Elia Levita Bachur, translated and notes by Jerry C. Smith, Fenestra Books, 2003. Avroham ben Schemuel Pikartei published a paraphrase on the Book of Job in 1557 in Cracow, and the Mayse-bukh
Neuhochdeutsch, the New High German, was taking shape. It is obvious that Yiddish was born in Poland during the Reformation period, with Jews unable to catch up with the rapid linguistic developments in Germany projected also into Poland.

WHAT GERMAN IN YIDDISH?

The Germanic elements of Yiddish clearly belong to the Western group of the Middle group of the High German, northwards from what is known as Germersheim line. Inside this Middle High German territory are placed towns like Speyer, Worms, Mainz (שוֹקהָל), Köln, Trier, Bonn, Aachen, Fulda, Halle, the Valley of Saale, Marsburg, Grälitz. It means that the majority of the Jewish communities existing by the end of the eleventh century lied inside what is known Middle High German. Outside this linguistic territory lied the probably biggest, but geographically and culturally isolated community of the Imperial capital, Regensburg, and somehow a bit younger community of Augsburg, in the zone of Southern High German, with the newer communities of Xanten (זנטא), Hammlin, Hildesheim and, significantly, the new town of Magdeburg, being inside the Low German linguistic zone.

I should emphasize the fact that all of Saxony, subject to German Imperial colonization, lies inside the Middle High German linguistic realm. There the eastward movement of speakers of High German replaced the local Low German type of speech (preserved in Niedersachsen). In the Eastern part of Saxony the previously Slavic (Sorbo-Lusitian) population was subject to Germanization and these people became speakers of what is now Middle High German, exactly of the same type as Yiddish. Inside this Saxonian territory there were existing the Jewish communities of Halle, the Valley of Saale, Marsburg, and even the most eastern Jewish community by the late eleventh century, that of Grälitz, though, as it seems, Jews crossed Elba in masse only by the 13th century.

The eastward expansion of German settlement beyond the Elbe-Saale line (Ostsiedlung) started in the 11th century, when Germans were invited by local Polish rulers and the Crown to settle in Poland. With the Magdeburg and Halle law granted to these Germans, they were able to establish many towns and villages; the urban life in Poland gradually became German-dominanted and even many Poles in the Polish towns underwent Germanization; all the East Central German dialects are a result of this expansion. Jewish migration to Poland from Germany was certainly a part (or, a by-product) of the general German Ostsiedlung. Albeit Jews and Germans in many cases shared the same urban room and were sometimes competi-

("Story Book") was composed in western Germany during the last third of the 16th century and was first published in 1602.
tors in those cities, they lived, nevertheless, under different legal codes, with the Jews living under royal privileges. It was only understandable that, living alongside with the socially privileged Christian Germans in Poland, Jews preferred to stress those of their social and linguistic characteristics that connected them with the prestigious things German. Linguistically, the period of the active eastward movement of German Christians and Jews corresponds, in the history of the German language, to the gradual growth of Old High German into Early New High German (1050-1350, or 1050-1500); in the history of Yiddish, this period corresponds to the traditionally-accepted shift of Old Yiddish to the Early Modern Yiddish (up to 1500; Primitive Yiddish until 1250; Old Yiddish, from 1250-1500). In both cases, we see that the emergence of the modern forms of both languages occurred about the same time, by the early 16th century.

Jews first begun to come to Poland in the aftermath of the First Crusade, under Boleslaus III (1102–1139); Duke Boleslaus the Pious of Kalisz granted the first written privilege to the Jews of Greater Poland on 16 August 1264). Casimir III the Great (1303–1370) expanded the Kalisz Charter; being especially friendly to the Jews, he was known by his nickname "King of the serfs and Jews". After the union of Poland and Lithuania in 1385, the Jewish rights were extended to Lithuania in 1388. After the Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492, as well as from German lands and Bohemia, Poland became "heaven for the Jews"; the new influx of Jews during the reigns of Sigismund I (1506–1548) and his son Sigismund II August (1548–1572) signified the beginning of the period when up to eighty percent of the world's Jews lived in Poland, enjoying communal autonomy. It was the formative period of the Polish Jewry. Generations of Jews knew exactly what Yiddish was: it was a colonial German as spoken by Jews in what used to be פּאָלין.

YIDDISH AS A SLAVIC LANGUAGE

It was also observed that modern Yiddish has parallels with some German dialects of Saxony rather with those of the Rheinland, as it should, if the nuclei of the first Ashkenazic Jews in Poland were originated from Speyer, Worms, Mainz, as the tradition has it; later, it was noted that it is Sorbo-Lusitian rather than Czech that is a better candidate for being the source of Western Slavicisms in Yiddish. In our own days these facts made a prominent linguist to develop a theory according to which Yiddish is a result of

German relexification of the Sorbian language of the imagined converts to Judaism;\(^1\) he reworked this theory taking it further.\(^1\)

I should state immediately that I cannot believe in a total relexification of a group living in the context where books are present and prominent. Relexification theories, as applied to the Ashkenazic situation throughout ages, can explain sufficiently several aspects of the Ashkenazic linguistic history, but certainly not all of them. The relexification works well when applied to the Yiddishicized Hassidic Hebrew texts of the 19th century; relexification can explain, as well, the influx of Hebraisms (Aramicism included) and Slavicism into Eastern Yiddish. I believe the partial Slavic relexification of Eastern Yiddish is a simple case of languages in contact, not different from the known examples of partial Russian relexification of Tatar, Chuvash, Kazakhstani German (Wolgadeutsch) and so on.\(^2\) The last example is especially telling in the context of the suggested Slavic origins of Yiddish: the Wolgadeutsch shares with Yiddish absolutely all Slavic traits in phonology, syntax and not a few in semantics, but could we imagine the Fennic and Slavic groupings of the Middle Volga having relexified their languages into German, with the result being the Wolgadeutsch? In addition, there is a serious methodological mistake to consider what is "German" in Yiddish and what is not by comparing to the German, and, especially, to the literary German, of the last five centuries, for it is German itself, that can be seen as a relexified Romance language.\(^3\) We find Hebrew words in Yiddish

---


\(^{20}\) A. Meillet, *Caractères généraux des langues germaniques*, Paris 1917 (7th. ed. 1949), part III, chapter 3, noted that “as a language of civilization, German basically remains a Romance language transferred into the Germanic linguistic system”; such words as *Eindruck, Ausdruck,*
in the same positions in which we find Romance borrowings or calques ("relexified words") in the Standard German.

MORE ON RELEXIFICATION

Moreover, relexification works well for Israeli Hebrew, as was observed, correctly, by Wexler, Zuckerman and Sasaki. This basically correct observation goes, however, back to the period when almost all representing speakers of Israeli Hebrew have been Ashkenazi background and many of them being residual, sometimes passive, speakers of Yiddish. Nevertheless, this observation still is true. Yes, Israeli Hebrew is to some degree a Slavic language, exactly as Eastern Yiddish is, and it is so even now, when the majority of the speakers of Israeli Hebrew are Mizrahi Jews and Arabs from the State of Israel and from Judea and Samaria. And this alone, with numerous other examples easily added, demonstrates that acquiring a dominant language by a socially inferior group and relexification are not tantamount.

From the other corner, the German dialects of Eastern Saxony are spoken by people whose forefathers had spoken Sorbian; other colonial dialects of German, especially in Pomerania and, to a lesser degree in Silesia, had Western Slavic substratum as well. Why do they not represent the relexification model suggested for Yiddish? Why the Turkic Karaim language of Poland and Lithuania is so similar, for a linguist, to Yiddish, with its both Slavic and Semitic sub-systems? Still, it was never suggested that the Karaim language is a relexificized Slavic.

The notion of the "dominant language" is of importance here. People switch to a language of prestige and power. After 1492 Romaniot Jews living in a Greek-speaking linguistic surrounding and Arabic-speaking Mus-ta Ṣarab Jews of the Levant living in an Arabic-speaking surrounding gave in to the language of the Sephardim; in our own generation, Arabic and Hebrew speakers in some quarters of Jerusalem and in Yemen succumbed to Yiddish of Lithuanian Yeshivoth and of the Satmar Hassidim.

---

22 There is noteworthy that a form of Nederlands (Flemish) used to be spoken in Eastern Silesia, too.

23 Compare P. Wexler, "Is Karaite a Jewish Language?", Mediterranean Language Review, 1 (1983), pp. 27-54; idem, "Why the 'Belarusian Tatars' are not likely to be of Turkic origin but the 'Belarusian Jews' are. (Notes on the creation of minority ethnolects)", International Journal of the Sociology of Language (special issue on Belarus), 2003.
YIDDISH AS AN "ORIENTAL" LANGUAGE

The partial Hebrew relexification of Eastern Yiddish became possible only in Eastern Europe, and more specifically, only in the early 16th century Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth; in fact, the degree to which Eastern Yiddish is a Jewish language with relexificed Hebrew elements is unparalleled among Jewish languages. But Yiddish as we know it is not just a Germanic language with Slavic syntax and lots of Hebrew words; it is the only Jewish language in which the Semitic elements are more than loan words and expressions; it is in Yiddish that the Hebrew-Aramaic component behaves as an independent language system of its own, and it is in the Oriental language, in the old and good Orientalistic sense, where we find such independent language systems formed of Arabic and Persian elements.24 I mean New Persian, Ottoman Turkish, Urdu, Çağatay, etc. In all these languages, there are two (in the case of Persian) or three sub-systems (in the cases of all other languages, where the sub-systems include Arabic and Persian), that behave according to the norms of the language from which they are taken. Nothing similar is known in any other European language, where the Latin and other Romance elements (in the case of, say, English) behave quite differently and there is no an additional sub-system.

In this respect, Yiddish belongs to the realm of the Muslim languages other than Arabic.

It was only in the post-union Rzeczpospolita (the Polish Lithuanian State; 1501; 1569), with its Catholics, Armenians, Muslims,25 Greek-Orthodox, Protestants and Jews of different sorts that Yiddish could have gotten the chance to develop into a fully Oriental language, with its due two linguistic sub-systems (the Hebrew in the case of Yiddish, the Arabic in the case of Persian and the Arabo-Persian in Urdu, in Ottoman Turkish - and other Muslim Turic languages). I had stated above: "Generations of Jews knew exactly what Yiddish was: it was a colonial German as spoken by Jews in what used to be פּאָלין. Similarly, generations of so many Jewish scholars of Persian, Urdu, Ottoman Turkish who had some Yiddish background felt and even expressed one of the reason for their love for these languages: "Urdu / Persian / Turkish is just like Yiddish!".

24 P. Wexler, "Yiddish Evidence for the Khazar Component in the Ashkenazi Ethnogenesis", The World of the Khazars: New Perspectives. Selected Papers from the Jerusalem 1999 International Khazar Colloquium, ed. H. Ben-Shamai, P.B. Golden, A. Ron-Tas, Brill, Leiden 2007, pp. 387-398 (p. 288) rightly calls attention to the "so-called 'periphrastic' conjugation" (boj-dek zajn, "to examine", etc.), so typical of Yiddish, as reflecting an Oriental feature, which he considers - wrongly - as of possibly Khazar Turkic provenance. Of course, a broader linguistic context should be looked for.

APPENDIX

In order to demonstrate how almost identically the two sub-systems work, I chose, rather randomly, the first five beginning verses of the text of Matthew 3 in Yiddish, Persian, Urdu, Ottoman Turkish and Azeri. A Christian text was chosen for the reason that it is almost equally non-loaded with own religious semantics either for Jews or for Muslims, so the specifically Jewish or Muslim emphasises are not expected.

Yiddish

כַּפֶּשֶׂלֶת דֶּרַי

אַה נְטְעָה תַּעֲבֵר קָרְתֵּנִי הַשְּׁלֵי. יִתְּנֶנָּה רַעְשָׁנָא דַּרְעָה. סְחוּד תְּהֵא כְּלָל עִם תַּעֲבֵר נְשְׁרָה; וָאֵּלִים דַּאָמָר לְתָלָקָה יִמְסָרָה דַּרְעָה. יִמְסָרָה דַּאָמָר לְתָלָק נְשְׁרָה וָאֵּלִים.

כַּפֶּשֶׂלֶת דֶּרַי

אַה קְוָל מַשְׁאָנָא. וָאֵּלִים רֻגְשָׁנָא אָוִּיס אָוִּיס דַּרְעָה. סְחוּד נְשְׁרָה.

מַלְבָּש מַרְבַּה דַּעְג וָעָבָר סְחָּרָה וָעָבָר הָאָר (ג-ס).

מַלְבָּש מַרְבַּה וְרַעְשָׁנָא עָבָר עָבָר נְשָׁרָה. (כְּשָׁחֶת מְכָר).

אַה נְטְעָה תַּעֲבֵר קָרְתֵּנִי הַשְּׁלֵי. יִתְּנֶנָּה רַעְשָׁנָא דַּרְעָה. סְחוּד תְּהֵא כְּלָל עִם תַּעֲבֵר נְשְׁרָה; וָאֵּלִים

דַּעְגָּלָה אָוִּיס אָוִּיס אָוִּיס רֻגְשָׁנָא. סְחוּד נְשָׁרָה.
ظهور یحیای پیغمبر
وقتی ایشان هنوز در ناصره زنده‌بودند،
یحیی که به تعیین دهنده معروف بود، در
یهودیان رسالت خود را آغاز کرد. او مرمد را
موعظه کرد، می‌گفت: "از گناب‌ان خود توجه کنید:
زریر ملکوت خدا بزرگی قوام‌الدین رسید". اشعاری
نی به صدها سال پیش از آن در یاره خدمت یحیی,
یشگویی کرد و گفت: بودند، حسای فریادی در یهودیان
می‌شنوید که ما گویید: برای خداوند و امید آماده کنید
و جاده‌ها برای آمدند و هموار نمایده.

یحیی لباسی از پشم شتری تیمی کرد و
کمرنده چرمی به کمر می‌کست. خوراکش در لب‌ملخ و
عمل شحرایی بود. مردم قز اورشلیم و از سراسر
کرانه رود اردن و در واقع از تمامی سرزمین‌هایشان به یهودیان می‌آمدند تا به موعظه و کوشش فرآیندند.
ایشان به گناب‌ان خود افتخار کردند، بدست یحیی در
روز اردن غسل تعمید می‌یافتند.

اما وقتی یحیی دید که عده‌ای زیادی از روحانیون
متظاهر و رهبان قوم نزد او می‌آیند تا تعمید گیرند، به
ایشان گفت: 

Persian
139

Urdu
Ottoman Turkish

Azeri